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Abstract
Alternating automata on infinite trees induce operations on languages which do not preserve
natural equivalence relations, like having the same Mostowski–Rabin index, the same Borel rank,
or being continuously reducible to each other (Wadge equivalence). In order to prevent this,
alternation needs to be restricted to the choice of direction in the tree. For weak alternating
automata with restricted alternation a small set of computable operations generates all definable
operations, which implies that the Wadge degree of a given automaton is computable. The weak
index and the Borel rank coincide, and are computable. An equivalent automaton of minimal
index can be computed in polynomial time (if the productive states of the automaton are given).
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1 Introduction
The structure of a regular language of infinite trees can be analyzed in terms of recognizing
automata, defining formulas, or topological properties. Each approach defines a hierarchy of
classes of similar languages: the Mostowski–Rabin index hierarchy, the µ-calculus alternation
hierarchy, the Borel hierarchy, the Wadge hierarchy. Sometimes complementary, sometimes
closely related, together they approximate the missing canonical representation of regular
languages. Understanding them has been a goal pursued for decades, bringing spectacular
successes like the Wagner hierarchy for regular languages of infinite words [24], providing a
full characterization of the topological and combinatorial structure of a language in terms
of certain patterns in the recognizing deterministic automaton. Various versions of this
pattern method were successfully applied to deterministic automata on trees, resulting in a
full classification in terms of Wadge equivalence [16, 18], non-deterministic index [19], and
weak alternating index [17].
Owing to the elegant correspondence between certain set-theoretical and ordinal operations
[4], the whole Wadge hierarchy of Borel sets of finite rank can be generated with several
simple operations, starting from the empty set. The pattern method builds on this result. In
order to obtain lower bounds for the Wadge hierarchy of the considered class of automata, it
is often enough to check that some operations are definable within the class [5, 6].
In obtaining upper bounds and computability results, the pattern method relies on certain
compositionality of deterministic automata with respect to the equivalence relations of having
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the same Mostowski–Rabin index, the same Borel rank, or being continuously reducible to
each other (Wadge equivalence). In a deterministic automaton each sub-automaton can be
replaced with any automaton recognizing an equivalent language without influencing the
equivalence class of the whole language. More generally, each automaton can be seen as a
result of an operation performed on sub-automata by means of some connecting automaton.
If the connecting automaton is deterministic, the operation induces an operation on the
equivalence classes of the corresponding languages (see [16, 18], and also [19]). Sometimes,
these operations can be expressed in terms of computable ordinal operations on Wadge
degrees, and the degree of the recognized language can be obtained by bottom up evaluation
starting from the simple sub-automata [16].
For alternating automata this approach fails in general, because the set-theoretical
operation of union, easily simulated within an alternating automaton, is not an operation on
the equivalence classes. Indeed, the union of arbitrarily complicated languages can be the
whole space. Does it mean that the pattern method is confined to deterministic automata?
Recently it has been shown that the method can be extended beyond deterministic automata,
but the class of considered languages was very small [7]. In this paper we introduce a large
syntactic class of the automata inducing operations compatible with the Wadge equivalence—
we call them game automata—and show that it is the largest such class satisfying natural
closure conditions (Sect. 4). We then focus on weak automata, and identify a small set
of operations on Wadge equivalence classes which generate all other definable operations
(Sect. 5). Based on this we show how to compute the Wadge degree and the Borel rank of
weak game automata (Sect. 6). Finally, we prove that the Borel rank and the weak index
coincide for weak game automata, which leads to an algorithm computing the weak index,
and constructing the equivalent automaton with minimal index (Sect. 7).
Due to space limitations many proofs are moved to the full version of the paper [8].
2 Alternating Tree Automata
Let TΣ denote the set of (full infinite binary) trees over an alphabet Σ, i.e., functions
t : t0, 1u˚ Ñ Σ. Given v P dom ptq, by t.v we denote the subtree of t rooted in v.
A alternating tree automaton xΣ, Q, qI , δ, rank y consisting of a finite alphabet Σ, a finite
set of states Q, an initial state qI P Q, a transition function δ : Q ˆ Σ Ñ B`pt0, 1u ˆ Qq,
where B`pt0, 1u ˆ Qq denotes the set of positive boolean formulae over t0, 1u ˆ Q, and a
rank function rank : Q Ñ N. As usual, A accepts t P TΣ iff the player ♦ has a winning
strategy in the induced max-parity game (see [8] for details). To underline this connection,
we write transitions with ˝ and ˛ instead of ^ and _, e.g., δpp, σq “ pp0, pq ˝ p0, qqq ˛ p1, qq,
or p σÝÑ pp0, pq ˝ p0, qqq ˛ p1, qq. The class of all alternating automata is denoted by ATA.
An alternating tree automaton A is
weak (WATA), if for all q, q1 P Q, if q is reachable from q1 and q1 is reachable from q, then
rank pqq “ rank pq1q ;
linear (LATA), if for all q, q1 P Q, if q is reachable from q1 and q1 is reachable from q, then
q “ q1, and for each q P Q either all δpq, σq use only ˝ or all use only ˛ ;
deterministic (DTA), if for all q P Q, σ P Σ, δpq, σq P  p0, pq ˝ p1, qq ˇˇ p, q P Q( .
A state q is reachable from p if there exists a path in A from p to q, i.e., a sequence of
states and alphabet symbols p0σ0p1σ1 . . . pk´1σkpk such that p0 “ p, pk “ q, and pi`1 occurs
in δppi, σiq for all i ă k. Throughout the paper we assume that all states are reachable
from the initial state. By convention, J is a singled out all-accepting state, and K is an
all-rejecting state. We assume that all other states are non-trivial, i.e., accept some tree and
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reject some tree. For every state q which is not the initial state qI of the automaton A, by
Aq we denote the automaton corresponding exactly to A except the fact that the initial state
now is q and not qI . We say that a state q of A is productive if LpAqq ‰ H.
The (Mostowski–Rabin) index of an automaton is given by pi, jq P t0, 1u ˆ ω, where i is
the minimal and j is the maximal value of rank (scaling down the priorities we can always
assume that the smallest rank is 0 or 1). Classes of languages recognizable with automata of
index pi, jq form the so-called index hierarchy. By a result of Bradfield [3], we know that
the index hierarchy for alternating tree automata, is strict. It is well-known that the class
of weakly recognizable languages forms a strict hierarchy with respect to the index of the
recognizing weak automata (cf. [1]). In the latter case we speak of the weak index hierarchy.
3 Borel classes and Wadge reductions
Consider the space TΣ equipped with the standard Cantor (prefix) topology, that is the
topology where a basic open set is the set all trees that extend a certain finite tree. Recall
that the class of Borel sets of a topological space X is the closure of the class of open sets of
X by countable unions and complementation. For a topological space X, the initial finite
levels of the Borel hierarchy are defined as follows:
Σ01pXq is the class of open subsets of X,
Π0npXq contains complements of sets from Σ0npXq,
Σ0n`1pXq contains countable unions of sets from Π0npXq.
By convention Σ00pXq “ tHu and Π00pXq “ tXu.
The classes defined above are closed under inverse images of continuous functions. Let C
be one of those classes. A set U is called C-hard, if each set in C is an inverse image of U
under some continuous function. If additionally U P C, U is said to be C-complete. It is well
known that every weakly recognizable tree language is a member of a Borel class of finite
rank ([6, 14]). The rank of a language is the rank of the minimal Borel class the language
belongs to. It can be seen as a coarse measure of complexity of languages.
A much finer measure of the topological complexity is the Wadge degree. If T,U Ď TΣ, we
say that T is continuously (or Wadge) reducible to U , T ďW U in symbols, if there exists a
continuous function f such that T “ f´1pUq. For a Borel class C, T is C-hard if U ďW T for
every U P C. We write T ”W U whenever T ďW U ďW T , and T ăW U , if T ďW U but not
U ďW T . The Wadge hierarchy is the partial order induced by ăW on the ”W -equivalence
classes of Borel sets.
An alternative characterization of continuous reducibility can be given in terms of games.
Let T and U be two arbitrary sets of trees. The Wadge game WpT,Uq is played by two
players, player I and player II. Each player builds a tree, say tI and tII, level by level. In
every round, player I plays first, and both players add one level to their trees. Player II is
allowed to skip her turn, but not forever. Player II wins the game if tI P T ô tII P U .
§ Lemma 1 ([23]). Let T,U Ď TΣ. Then T ďW U iff Player II has a winning strategy in the
game WpT,Uq.
An ordinal number is the order type of a well-ordered set. The least infinite ordinal is
denoted by ω and corresponds to the order-type of the set of all natural numbers. We say
that an ordinal α is countable if there is a bijection between α and ω. The first uncountable
ordinal is denoted by ω1. A subset B of an ordinal α is said to be cofinal if for every a P α
there exists some b P B such that a P b. The cofinality of an ordinal α is thence the smallest
ordinal β that is the order type of a cofinal subset of α.
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Recall that a language L is called self dual if it is equivalent to its complement, otherwise
it is called non self dual. From Borel determinacy [13], if T,U Ď TΣ are Borel, then WpT,Uq
is determined. As a consequence, a variant of Martin-Monk’s result (cf. [11]) shows that
ăW is well-founded. Thus, we can associate to every Borel language an ordinal, called the
Wadge degree, i.e. for sets of finite Borel rank, their Wadge degree is inductively defined by:
dW pHq “ dW pHAq “ 1,
dW pLq “ suptdW pKq ` 1: K non self dual,K ăW Lu for L ąW H, non self-dual,
dW pLq “ suptdW pKq : K non self dual,K ăW Lu for L self-dual.
For instance, open, non-closed sets have degree 2, just like closed, non-open sets. All clopens
have degree 1. Let exppαq “ ωα1 , and let ω10 “ supnPω expnpω1q, the least fixpoint of the
ordinal exponentiation of base ω1. This is known to be the height of the Wadge hierarchy of all
tree languages (recognizable or not) of finite Borel rank. More precisely, if L is Σ0n-complete
for n ą 1, then dW pLq “ expn´1p1q for n ą 1 (cf. [4]).
For each degree there are exactly three equivalence classes with the same degree, rep-
resented by U , U A and U˘ “ tt ˇˇ tpq “ a, t.0 P Uu Y tt ˇˇ tpq ‰ a, t.0 R Uu for some non
self-dual set U and a P Σ. It easy to check that U,U A ăW U˘ and U˘ is self-dual.
For each non self-dual set one can determine its sign, ` or ´, which specifies precisely
the ”W -class [4]. For sets U Ď TΣ with dW pUq of countable cofinality, the sign is ` if U is
Wadge equivalent to the set of trees over Σ Y tcu, c R Σ, which have no c on the leftmost
branch, or the first c is in the node 0i and t.0i P U . The sign is ´ if U is equivalent to the
complement of this set. For instance, H and open, non-closed sets have sign -, while the
whole space and closed, non-open sets have sign `. For sets of cofinality ω1, the definition is
more complicated, but Σ0n-complete sets have sign ´, and Π0n-complete sets have sign `. All
self-dual sets by definition have sign ˘. Thus an ordinal α ă ω10 and a sign  P t`,´,˘u,
determine a ”W -class, denoted rαs.
4 Game automata
For A,B (over the same alphabet) and an occurrence of a state q in a transition δpp, σq of A,
the substitution AB is obtained by replacing the occurrence of q in δpp, σq with the initial
state of B. The mapping B ÞÑ AB induces an operation on recognized languages, but it need
not preserve coarser equivalence relations, like Wadge equivalence.
As pointed out in the introduction, the operation of union is not compatible with such
equivalence relations. The same is true of intersection.
§ Example 2. Take Σ “ t0, 1, 2u and consider pΣ˚p1` 2qqω and pΣ˚2qω. Clearly, pΣ˚p1`
2qqω ďW pΣ˚2qω as witnessed by the letter-to-letter morphism 0 ÞÑ 0 and 1, 2 ÞÑ 2. The
converse reduction is given by the inclusion. Taking union with Σ˚0ω, we obtain pΣ˚p1`
2qqω YΣ˚0ω “ Σω, and pΣ˚2qω YΣ˚0ω ıW Σω. The language pΣ˚2qω YΣ˚0ω is at the level
∆03 of the Borel hierarchy, a deterministic automaton requires three ranks to recognize it,
and an alternating automaton needs two. This makes it much more complex than the whole
space Σω, which can be recognized by a deterministic automaton with a single state, whose
rank is 0. Similarly, intersecting with Σ˚p0` 1qω we obtain Σ˚p0˚1qω, and the empty set,
which have very different complexity.
In order to ensure that substitution is well-behaved, we need to prevent the automata
from simulating union and intersection. We call a transition δpq, aq ambiguous if it contains
two occurrences of some direction d P t0, 1u.
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§ Fact 3. Let C Ď ATA be a class of automata over a fixed alphabet with at least two
letters, closed under substitution and containing the one-state all-rejecting and all-accepting
automata. Substitution preserves the Wadge equivalence in C iff no automaton of C has an
ambiguous transition.
Proof. Assume for simplicity that the alphabet contains the symbols 0, 1, 2. Starting from the
all-accepting and all-rejecting automata over the alphabet t0, 1, 2u we can obtain automata
A,AAB,BA recognizing languages L0ω , pL0ω qA, Lp0`1qω , pLp0`1qω qA respectively, where Lα
stands for the set of trees whose leftmost branch is a word from the language defined by
the expression α. Observe that LpAq ”W LpBq, but LpAq Y LpBAq ıw LpBq Y LpBAq and
LpAq X LpAAq ıw LpBq X LpAAq.
Let C P C and let q0σ0q1σ1 . . . qk be path from the initial state q0 to a state qk such that
for some σk, δpqk, σkq is an ambiguous transition. By substituting the all-accepting and
all-rejecting automata, we can assume that δpqi, σiq “ pdi, qi`1q for i ă k and δpqk, σkq “
pdk, p0q ˛ pdk, p1q or δpqk, σkq “ pdk, p0q ˝ pdk, p1q for some states p0, p1. Assume that
δpqk, σkq “ pdk, p0q ˛ pdk, p1q, and let C 1 be the result of replacing the occurrence of p0 with
the initial state of B, and the occurrence of p1 with the initial state of BA. For C 1A, obtained
by replacing the initial state of B with the initial state of A, we have LpC 1Aq ”W LpAqYLpBAq,
and LpC 1q ”W LpBq Y LpBAq, which concludes the proof. For δpqk, σkq “ pdk, p0q ˝ pdk, p1q,
use AA instead of BA. đ
Observe that each non-ambiguous transition has one of the four forms: p0, pq, p1, pq,
p0, pq ˛ p1, qq, or p0, pq ˝ p1, qq.
§ Definition 4. A game automaton (GA) is an alternating automaton without ambiguous
transitions. For notational simplicity, we assume that
δ : Qˆ Σ Ñ  p ˛ q ˇˇ p, q P QztJu(Y  p ˝ q ˇˇ p, q P QztKu( ,
where p ˛ q and p ˝ q is interpreted as p0, pq ˛ p1, qq and p0, pq ˝ p1, qq, respectively.
A weak game automaton (WGA), is a game automaton which is also weak, and a linear
game automaton (LGA) [7], is a game automaton which is linear.
Fact 3 implies that GA it the largest nontrivial subclass of ATA closed under substitution
for which substitution preserves Wadge equivalence, and similarly for WGA ĎWATA. In fact,
a more general property holds for GA.
§ Fact 5. For every GA A,B,B1, every state q of A, and AB , AB1 obtained by replacing an
occurrence of q with the initial state of B and B1 respectively, it holds that
1. LpBq ďW LpB1q implies LpABq ďW LpAB1q,
2. LpAqq ďW LpAq.
LGA
WGA
GA
DTA
WATA
ATA
LATA
Figure 1
Relations between the classes are shown in Fig. 1
with arrows standing for class inclusion. The classes
GA, WGA, and LGA are closed under complementa-
tion: the usual complementation procedure of increas-
ing the ranks by one and swapping existential and
universal transitions works. However they are neither
closed under union nor intersection. For instance, let
Lσ “ tt P Tta,bu : tp0q “ tp1q “ σu. Obviously, La and Lb are LGA-recognizable, but La Y Lb
is not even GA-recognizable. Note that the last example also shows that all the inclusions in
the diagram above are strict.
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i
A
B
a
b
i
A B
a
+
A
C
a
c
-
A
C
a
c
Figure 2 Automata constructions for \, ˛, loop`, D.
5 Operations induced by automata
LGA, investigated in [7], can be classified in terms of several simple set theoretic operations
(we assume that the alphabet contains letters a, b, c):
L\M “  t ˇˇ tpεq “ a, t.0 P L(Y  t ˇˇ tpεq ‰ a, t.0 PM( ,
L ˝M “  t ˇˇ t.0 P L^ t.1 PM( ,
L ˛M “  t ˇˇ t.0 P L_ t.1 PM( ,
loop´pL,Mq “
ď
nPN
 
t
ˇˇ
first c is in 0n, t.0n`1 PM, and t.0`1 P L for all ` ă n( ,
loop`pL,Mq “
ď
nPN
 
t
ˇˇ
first c is in 0n, and t.0n`1 PM or t.0`1 P L for some ` ă n(Y
Y  t ˇˇ t.p0nq ‰ c for all n( ,
@pL,Mq “loop´pL,Mq Y  t ˇˇ t.p0nq ‰ c for all n, and t.0`1 P L for all `( ,
DpL,Mq “loop`pL,Mq Y  t ˇˇ t.p0nq ‰ c for all n, and t.0`1 P L for some `( ,
where “first c is in 0n” means that tp0nq “ c and tp0kq ‰ c for all k ă n. Observe that
pL ˝MqA “ LA ˛M A, ploop`pL,MqqA “ loop´pLA,M Aq, and p@pL,MqqA “ DpLA,M Aq.
These operations are definable by LGA: automata realizations for \, ˛, loop`, D are shown
in Fig. 2, and for ˝, loop´, @ they are obtained by replacing ˛ with ˝ and swapping the rank
parities. Like all operations induced by GA, they are compatible with Wadge equivalence.
§ Fact 6. Let op be one of the operations \, ˛, loop`, D, or their duals. Whenever L ”W L1
and M ”W M 1, it holds that oppL,Mq ”W oppL1,M 1q.
Up to Wadge equivalence, these operations are everything LGA are able to express.
§ Fact 7 ([7]). Up to Wadge equivalence, the closure of tJ,Ku under \, ˛, loop`, D, and
their duals (or equivalently, complementation) gives exactly the family of sets recognized
by LGAs. Moreover, for each LGA one can compute an equivalent canonical term over these
operations and K, J.
Since the operations preserve Wadge equivalence, they can be defined in terms of ordinal
arithmetics and signs [4, 7]. For some operations the definitions are very simple, for instance
rγ1s1 \ rγ2s2 “ rmaxpγ1, γ2qs, where  “
$’’&’’%
1 if γ1 ą γ2
˘ if γ1 “ γ2 and 1 ‰ 2,
2 otherwise
loop`prγs, r1s´q “ “ sup
k
dW pprγsqxkyq
‰`
, where U xky “ U ˛ U ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ Uloooooooomoooooooon
k
Dprγs, r1s´q “ rexpi`1 1s´, for rexpi 1s` ďW rγs ďW rexpi`1 1s´ .
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+
L
M
a b
c
-
+
a, b
a, b, c
c
-
L
M
a b
c
+
-
a, b
a, b, c
c
Figure 3 Operations definable with WGA.
Observe that the second equation, and its dual, imply that for all k
loop`pL,Mq ěW Lxky , loop´pL,Mq ěW Lrks ,
where U rks “ U ˝ U ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Uloooooooomoooooooon
k
. For ˛ the ordinal definition has only been given for ”W -classes
inhabited by LGA-recognizable languages, rΦs “ trαs ˇˇ α P Φ,  P t`,´,˘uu with Φ denoting
the set of ordinals of the form
ř0
n“N βn ` α where α ă ω and each βn is of the form
expnpωqη `ř1p“P expnppqkp for some η ă ωω and kp ă ω. Closure of rΦs under \, ˛, loop`,
D (and their duals) was the technical core of the proof of Fact 7.
In this work we want to move to sets recognizable by WGA. Surprisingly, only two really
new operations are introduced, loop-reset`pL,Mq and loop-reset´pL,Mq. The automata
constructions for them are shown in Fig. 3.
By a Wadge game argument we get a simple characterization in terms of ordinal arith-
metics, showing that WGA-definable operations can multiply some Wadge degrees by ω1.
§ Theorem 8. For every Wadge equivalence class rγs of a Borel language and µ P t`,´u
loop-resetµprγs, r1sµq “
#
r3sµ if rγs ”W r1sµ,“
dW ploop`prγs, r1s´qqω1
‰µ otherwise ,
where µ “ ` if µ “ ´, µ “ ´ otherwise.
This operation is the source of difference between LGA and WGA, and allows WGA to inhabit
much many Wadge equivalence classes than LGA. Thus, in our algorithm for WGA we
use effective closure for a larger set of ordinals. Let Ω be the set of ordinals of the form
Σ0i“K exppαiqηi where αK , αK´1, . . . , α0 is a strictly decreasing sequence of ordinals from Φ,
and ηi ă ω for cofαi “ ω1 or cofαi ă ω, and ηi ă ωω for cofαi “ ω.
§ Lemma 9. rΩs is closed under the operations \, loop`, loop-reset`, D (and their duals)
and the result of the operation can be computed effectively.
The proof is by induction, with the base cases covered by the closure property for rΦs.
6 Computing the Wadge degrees of WGA
For game automata, a run (computation tree) over an input tree t is a labeling of the input
tree with states and modes (˝ or ˛), induced by the transition function of the automaton. A
transition taken from a node v determines the mode of v and the states in its children as
follows: the root is labelled with the initial state, and if a node with label σ gets state q and
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i
B
Aa i
j
B
A
a
b
C
Figure 4 A simulation (the rank j must not be greater then i).
q
σÝÑ q1 ˝ q2 then v gets the mode ˝, and the left and right children get the states q1 and
q2 respectively. A run ρ is resolved up to a subtree ρ1 if for all v, v0, v1 P dom ρ such that
exactly one node vd belongs to dom ρ1, and for the remaining node vd1 the sub-run ρ.vd1 is
accepting if v’s mode is ˝ and rejecting if it is ˛.
§ Definition 10. A simulation of a run ρ in a run σ is a partial function η : dom ρÑ domσ
such that
dom η is a prefix closed subset of dom ρ (possibly with leaves and infinite branches);
σ is resolved up to the subtree induced by the image of η;
for each v0, v1 P dom η, ηpv0q, ηpv1q are descendants of ηpvq, their closest common
ancestor has the same mode as v , and the highest rank on the path from ηpvq to ηpvdq
is equal to the rank of state in vd for d “ 0, 1;
for each leaf v P dom η, ρ.v is accepting iff σ.ηpvq is accepting.
§ Lemma 11. If there is a game simulation of ρ in σ, then ρ is accepting iff σ is accepting.
Proof. Each strategy in the parity game on ρ can be carried over to σ, and vice versa. đ
§ Definition 12. A simulation of an automaton A in an automaton B consists of a partition
of QA into sets Q1, Q2, Q3 and function η : Q1 YQ2 Ñ QB such that
qAI P Q1 and each transition of A originating in Q1 leads to Q1 YQ2;
whenever q σÝÑA q0 ˝ q1 for some q P Q1 and ˝ P t˛, ˝u, there exist a path pi from ηpqq
to some p and paths pii from some pi to ηppiq for i “ 0, 1 such that p τÝÑB p0 ˝ p1 or
p
τÝÑB p1 ˝ p0 and the highest rank on piτpii is equal to rank qi;
for all q P Q2, LpAqq ďW LpBηpqqq.
An example of a simulation is given in Fig. 4. A simulation of A in B immediately
provides a continuous reduction from the set of accepting runs of A to the set of accepting
runs of B. The next lemma follows by noticing that for GAs the set of accepting runs is
Wadge equivalent to the recognized language.
§ Lemma 13. If there exists a simulation of A in B, then LpAq ďW LpBq.
Strongly connected components (SCCs) of automata are defined as for graphs in terms of
reachability. An SCC is trivial if it does not contain any loop. A transition q σÝÑ q1 ˝ q2 is
called branching if q, q1, q2 belong to the same SCC.
§ Lemma 14. For each WGA one can effectively compute a Wadge equivalent WGA over
ta, b, cu without non-trivial loops.
Proof. First we construct an automaton over a larger alphabet. We collapse each strongly
connected component into one state, proceeding by induction on the DAG of SCCs. Let X
be the root SCC, i.e., the SCC containing the initial state qI . By induction hypothesis, we
can assume that all other SCCs consist of a single state.
If there is a branching ˝-transition in X, set qI aÝÑ qI ˝ qI . Otherwise, set qI apÝÑ qI ˝ p
for all p R X such that q σÝÑ q1 ˝ p or q σÝÑ p ˝ q1 for some q, q1 P X. Define the transitions
via b and bp analogously, replacing ˝ with ˛. Finally, let qI cp˝p1ÝÑ p ˝ p1 where p ˝ p1 ranges over
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Figure 5 Strongly connected components of WGA over ta, b, cu without non-trivial loops.
p ˝ p1 such that p, p1 R X and q σÝÑ p ˝ p1 for some q P X, ˝ P t˛, ˝u;
p ˝ J such that p R X and q σÝÑ q1 ˝ p or q σÝÑ p ˝ q1 for some q, q1 P X; and
p ˛ K such that p R X and q σÝÑ q1 ˛ p or q σÝÑ p ˛ q1 for some q, q1 P X.
For each state q of the new automaton, extend δpq, σq to all symbols in the alphabet by using
one of already defined transitions.
The original automaton can be simulated in the modified one by taking Q1 “ X,
Q2 “
 
p
ˇˇ
q
σÝÑ p ˝ r or q σÝÑ r ˝ p for some q P X, r P Q(, and ηpqq “ qI for q P Q1, and
ηppq “ p for p P Q2. For the converse simulation, only change Q1 to tqIu, and for Q2 and η
keep the definitions above.
To reduce the alphabet to ta, b, cu, modify the construction as follows. In the case
where there is no branching ˝-transition in X, add a single transition qI aÝÑ qI ˝ qa,
where qa is the initial state of the automaton recognizing LpAp1q \ LpAp2q \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ LpApkq,
where tp1, p2, . . . , pku is the set over which p ranges in the original construction. For b the
modification is analogous, and for c add qI σÝÑ K ˛ qc, where qc is the initial state of the
automaton recognizing
“
LpAp1q ˝1 LpAp11q
‰\ “LpAp2q ˝2 LpAp12q‰\ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ “LpApkq ˝` LpAp1`q‰,
where p1 ˝1 p11, p2 ˝2 p12, . . . , p` ˝` p1` are the triples over which p ˝ p1 ranges in the original
construction. Observe that these modifications do not influence the Wadge equivalence class
of the recognized language. đ
Thus we can assume that each non-trivial SCC of a given WGA is of one of the four forms
presented in Fig. 5. By a Wadge game argument we can further simplify the automaton.
§ Lemma 15. For each WGA one can compute effectively a Wadge equivalent WGA over
ta, b, cu without non-trivial loops and branching transitions (except those for J, K).
After these simplifications we apply Lemma 9 to compute the Wadge degrees.
§ Theorem 16. For a given WGA one can effectively compute the Wadge equivalence class
of the language it recognizes.
Proof. By Lemma 15, we can assume that the automaton is over ta, b, cu, has no non-trivial
loops, and no branching transitions. By induction on the DAG of SCCs we prove that the
Wadge equivalence class of the recognized language is in rΩs and can be computed effectively.
If the whole automaton consists of a single SCC, the result is r1s` or r1s´ depending on
the rank of the unique state.
To perform the inductive step, it suffices to express the recognized language in terms of
the operations from Lemma 9. If there is no transition from the initial state qI that leads
back to qI , the recognized language can be presented as
“
LpApaq ˝a LpAp1aq
‰ \ “LpApbq ˝b
LpAp1
b
q‰\ “LpApcq ˝c LpAp1cq‰, where qI σÝÑ pσ ˝σ p1σ for σ “ a, b, c.
For the rest of the proof we assume that the automaton is of the form shown in the
leftmost part of Fig. 5; we use the notation qIpA,B,Cq. For the remaining possibilities the
computations are analogous. If the rank qI is even, consider the following cases.
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1. LpAq ěW @pLpBq,Jq. Then LpAq ąW LpBqrns for every n ă ω, and we have that either
LpqIpA,B,Cqq ”W LpqIpA,B1, Cqq for some B1 recognizing a Σ01-complete language, if
dW pLpBqq ě r2s´, or LpqpA,B,Cqq ”W LpqIpA,J, Cqq otherwise. In the former case the
recognized language is Wadge equivalent to loop-reset`pLpAq, LpCqq, in the latter case it
is Wadge equivalent to loop`pLpAq, LpCqq.
2. LpAq ăW Lp@pB,Jqq. The recognized language is Wadge equivalent to LpqIpK, B,Cqq,
which gives @pLpBq, LpCqq.
3. LpAq ”W Lp@pB,JqqA. In this case, as LpAq ąW LpBqrns for every n ă ω, we conclude
that the recognized language is Wadge equivalent to LpAq ˛ LpqpK, B,Cqq ”W LpAq ˛
@pLpBq, LpCqq.
For rank qI odd, dualize the above argument. đ
7 Borel rank and weak index
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 16 we obtain decidability of the Borel rank problem.
§ Corollary 17. The problem of deciding the Borel rank of a WGA-recognizable language is
decidable.
We will now proceed to prove that the weak index conjecture holds for languages recognized
by WGA. It has long been known that one implication holds.
§ Proposition 18 ([14]). Let A PWGA with index p0, nq (resp. p1, n` 1q). Then it holds
that LpAq P Π0n (resp. LpAq P Σ0n).
Using the connections between the structure and topological complexity of automata
explained in the previous sections, we can prove the converse for WGA.
§ Theorem 19. For languages recognizable by WGA, the Borel hierarchy and the weak index
hierarchy coincide.
Proof. By duality and Proposition 18 it suffices to show that each WGA A recognizing a Π0n
language admits an equivalent WATA of index p0, nq. We proceed by induction on the DAG
of SCCs of the automaton.
If n “ 0, A accepts every tree, so it is equivalent to a single state automaton of index
p0, 0q. If n “ 1, A cannot contain a productive state reachable from a nontrivial rejecting
SCC, so an equivalent p0, 1q automaton can be obtained by setting the rank of all states
reachable from non-trivial rejecting SCCs to 1 and the rank of the remaining states to 0.
Suppose that n ě 2, and let X be the root SCC. If X has rank 0 (we can change it to 0
if X is trivial), by Fact 5 (2) and the induction hypothesis we can present all Aq with q R X
as p0, nq automata and the claim follows.
Suppose X is non-trivial and has rank 1. Assume that X contains a branching ˛-transition.
Then it follows that for all states q, LpAqq is in Σ0n´1 (otherwise, the whole language would
be Σ0n hard). In consequence, for all states p R X, Ap can be transformed into an equivalent
WATA of index p1, nq, and we conclude like before.
The remaining case is that of non-trivial X of rank 1, without branching ˛-transitions.
Observe that in this case, there are two reasons why a tree can be rejecting:
1. a path of the computation stays forever in X, and for all ˛ transitions in this path, the
branches leaving X are rejecting;
2. a rejecting path exits X, and for all ˛ transitions in this path, branches leaving X are
rejecting.
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By induction hypothesis, all Ap can be transformed to WATA of index p1, nq if q σÝÑ p ˛ q1
or q σÝÑ q1 ˛ p for some q, q1 P X, or p0, nq otherwise. To check that the second condition
does not hold, use A with the rank X changed to 0. For the first condition, use A1 obtained
from A by replacing q σÝÑ p ˝ p1 with q σÝÑ K ˛ K, q σÝÑ p ˝ q1 with q σÝÑ J ˛ q1, and
q
σÝÑ q1 ˝ p1 with q σÝÑ q1 ˛ J for all q, q1 P X, p, p1 R X. The -transition introduced to
implement conjunction can be removed by unraveling the first step of the computation,
without changing the ranks. đ
This way the weak index problem reduces to the Borel rank problem. The construction
above in fact gives an effective way of constructing the equivalent WATA of minimal index.
§ Corollary 20. The problem of calculating the exact position in the weak index hierarchy
of a language recognized by a WGA is decidable and an equivalent WATA can be constructed
effectively (in polynomial time if the productive states are given).
8 Conclusions
We have isolated the class of game automata, a wide class of automata inducing operations
on Wadge equivalence classes. For weak game automata we were able to use this property
to describe all definable operations in terms of a small set of generators, and based on this
we gave a procedure calculating the Wadge equivalence class of the language recognized by
any given automaton. Using the structural information provided by the latter result we
proved that the weak index hierarchy and the Borel hierarchy coincide, and gave algorithms
computing the weak index and constructing an equivalent weak alternating automaton of
the minimal index.
The results on the Wadge hierarchy subscribe to the line of reaserch aimed at investigating
the hierarchies for families of languages recognized by various devices (cf. [5, 9, 21]). Usually,
lower bounds on the heights of the hierarchies are easier to obtain, tight upper bounds
are more difficult, and decidability results are scarce [7, 16, 24]. The peculiarity of this
work is that we obtain computability of the Wadge degree without determining explicitly
the inhabited levels of the hierarchy. Some lower bounds are easy to obtain based on our
description of the induced operations and an upper bound is given by rΩs, but giving a full
characterization of the inhabited levels seems to be a nontrivial task.
The class of automata we are considering has limited expressivity, but it seems to capture
many interesting topological phenomena. Even more so in the unrestricted case, as game
automata recognize the game languages recently considered by Arnold and Niwiński [2] in
their study of the Wadge hierarchy of non-Borel regular languages. Currently, we are trying
to drop the weakness restriction. One of the challenges is that for non-Borel languages the
shape of Wadge hierarchy is unknown.
Despite the positive results concerning the hierarchy problems for weak game automata,
and hopefully for non-weak, from the methodological point of view the message of this work
is that we are reaching the limits of the topological approach to index problems. Pushing
decidability results beyond game automata seems to require new techniques.
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